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Problems Identified: Investors need higher yields without taking 
on more risk

• Investors chase yield in a low yield environment “If we look at the Bloomberg Barclays Multiverse 
Index as a proxy for the global bond market, only 3.7% of bonds are yielding more than 4% in nominal terms.”1

• Investors exposed themselves in higher risk “68% say the low-rate environment has forced their 
organization to take on more risk in the search for yield”2

• Insurers/Pension Plans need higher yields to meet obligations "During times of persistent low 
interest rates, the spread between interest earned and interest credited is compressed, which not only reduces net 
income for the insurer, but also puts them at risk of being unable to meet contractually guaranteed obligations to 
policyholders.”3

Source:
1) https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/insights/negative-real-rates
2) https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191125005556/en/Market-Complexity-Shift-Alternatives-Turn-Global-Insurers
3) https://content.naic.org/cipr_topics/topic_low_interest_rates.htm

https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/insights/negative-real-rates
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191125005556/en/Market-Complexity-Shift-Alternatives-Turn-Global-Insurers
https://content.naic.org/cipr_topics/topic_low_interest_rates.htm
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AlgoTune‘s Solution: Leveraging Digital Assets/DeFiTo 
Generate Attractive& SafeYields

• Risks exist in ALL these yield strategies and these risks are often not disclosed 
properly and not well-understood by investors

• We identify and mitigate/eliminate these risks (especially the price risk) using 
AlgoTune’s proprietary hedge engine

We conduct in-depth research on crypto yield generation, focusing on RISK adjusted returns 

Digital Assets Yield Source Traditional Finance Equivalent 

Staking Staking rewards N/A

Providing Liquidity DEX transaction fees and other incentives Exchange Rebates

Collateralized Lending Interests on the loan Securities Lending

Option Premium Option Premium Option Premium
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Scenario1: Hedged Staking

• Generate yield from running validators is PoS public blockchain
• Akin to FX hedging for USD investors buying foreign corporate bonds
• Hedge engine automatically generate/execute hedge orders in real 

time
• Margins are maintained in real time
• When target hedge ratio is 100%, generate ~6% “Pseudo” Risk Free 

Yield in fiat currency terms, investors have close to 0 exposures to the 
underlying cryptos

• 10x higher than high yield saving account and 2x higher corporate 
bond yields with no credit risk

Proof of Stake Consensus

Running Staking 
Infrastructures to generate 

yields in native crypto terms

Fully hedge to mitigate price 
risk of underlying crypto 

tokens
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Scenario2: Hedged LPto DEX/DeFiprotocol

• Some DeFi platform market LPs as fixed income products with 
outlandish yields though little fixed income properties and significant 
downside risks for investors (ßexample shown for DEX yield)
• Price & Impermanent Loss
• Coupon variability
• Underlying asset price volatility

• Akin to delta hedge in a derivatives portfolio, Hedge Engine calculates 
exposures/deltas and generate/execute hedging trades in real time

• Much higher return profile though additional smart contract risk 

-15%

Hypothetical 
ETH price drop

30 days after 
providing 
liquidity

-7.5%

Price Loss

-0.33%

Impermanent Loss

+1.5%

Liquidity Rewards

-6.3% overall 
portfolio pnl
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Onchain status

Connections to Brokers/Exchanges 
(Both centralized & decentralized)

Fully automated 
positions/orders management

Webservice API Enabled

Hedge Engine Primer

• Hedge engine is capable of 
• Get real time update of the hedge target & margin requirement
• Asset transfers between yield generating account & hedging account 

to create margin cushion
• Create optimal hedging orders based on transaction cost, slippage 

and target hedge ratio
• Webservices API available for all hedge engine functions
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Get in Touch
Digital Asset Management Done Right

https://www.algotune.com
Email: info@algotune.com

@algo_tune

company/algotune

https://medium.com/algotune
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This presentation is not, and nothing in it should be construed as, an offer, invitation or recommendation in respect of AlgoTune’s (collectively, for purposes of these 
disclaimers the “Company”) securities, if any, or an offer, invitation or recommendation to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any of the Company’s securities, if 
any, in any jurisdiction. Neither this presentation nor anything in it shall form the basis of any contract or commitment. This presentation is not intended to be relied 
upon as advice to investors or potential investors and does not consider the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any investor. All investors should 
consider such factors and risks in consultation with a professional advisor of their choosing when deciding if an investment is appropriate. 

The Company believes the information contained herein to be accurate, however the Company has prepared this presentation based on information currently 
available to it, including information derived from public sources that have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is 
provided in relation to the fairness, accuracy, correctness, completeness or reliability of the information, opinions or conclusions expressed herein. 

Any financial information included in this presentation is preliminary, unaudited and subject to revision upon completion of the Company's closing and audit 
processes. Any financial information is not a guarantee that similar results will be achieved in the future. All forward–looking statements attributable to the Company 
or persons acting on its behalf apply only as of the date of this document and are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements included herein. 
The financial projections are preliminary and subject to change; the Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise these forward–looking statements to 
reflect events or circumstances that arise after the date made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. Inevitably, some assumptions will not materialize, 
and unanticipated events and circumstances may affect the ultimate financial results. Projections are inherently subject to substantial and numerous uncertainties 
and to a wide variety of significant business, economic and competitive risks, and the assumptions underlying the projections may be inaccurate in any material 
respect. Therefore, the actual results achieved may vary significantly from the forecasts, and the variations may be material. 

The information contained in this document is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient and may not be used, published or 
redistributed without the prior written consent of the Company.

Disclaimers


